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D                         Bm                           
Where are all the science songs? 
G                            A 
Why is singing biochemistry wrong? 
D                          Bm 
Where are all the science songs? 
G               A 
I'd like to know. 
 
A hundred million love songs written every single day, 
Is it just that love excites the same bit of  the brain, 
As music. That's what the neuroscientists say, 
Maybe they'd think differently, if  they studied my brain, 
My neurones fire rapidly when you talk psychology, 
Seduce me with geology, cosmology, biology, 
Sing to me electrons and kinetic energy, 
Show me your hypothesis and then please tell me, 
 
Where are all the science songs? 
Why is singing astrophysics wrong? 
Where are all the science songs? 
I'd like to know. 
 
Some people get their inspiration only from within, 
Chemical imbalances underneath their skin, 
Like anger and depression, just a dip in serotonin, 
I prefer to talk about observables when I sing, 
The rising of  the oceans that is caused by global warming, 
If  Pluto is a planet or just a rock revolving. 
The origins of  species that are constantly evolving, 
It’s all so inspiring and interesting so tell me 
 
Where are all the science songs? 
Where have all the singing physicists gone? 
Where are all the science songs? 
I'd like to know. 
 
I tried to get a record deal but no label would bite, 
They said there was no market for a geek and they were right, 
My first release was on the mating habits of  trilobites, 
But nobody would buy it, don't know why, I thought they might, 
I sent songs to the radio, I sent them to TV, 
I watched and waited, hoping, all in vain you see, 
I never got transmitted electromagnetically,   
But now I've found a science show who don't mind playing me so, 
 
Here are all the science songs, 
Why is singing biochemistry wrong? 
Here are all the science songs? 
On a science show. 


